Abstract. The Lanczos or biconjugate gradient method is often an e ective means for solving nonsymmetric systems of linear equations. However, the method sometimes experiences breakdown, a near division by zero which may hinder or preclude convergence. In this paper we present some theoretical results on the nature and likelihood of the phenomenon of breakdown. We also de ne several new algorithms which substantially mitigate the problem of breakdown. Numerical comparisons of the new algorithms and the standard algorithms are given.
1. Introduction. In this paper we consider methods for solving the linear system of equations Au = b; (1) where A 2 I C N N is a given nonsingular matrix.
When A is large and sparse, iterative methods in many cases are e ective means for solving (1) . In particular, when A is Hermitian and positive de nite (HPD), the conjugate gradient (CG) method 21] is an e ective solution technique for (1) . However, the case when A is nonsymmetric is substantially more di cult to solve e ciently by means of iterative methods. For example, the important CG method cannot be generalized to the nonsymmetric case without a serious loss of some of its more useful properties (see 9] , 10], 27]). This di culty has led to the development of a wide variety of generalized CG However, the Lanczos method is known to break down in some cases. In practice, the occurrence of a breakdown or near-breakdown of the method can cause failure to converge to the solution of (1) . Furthermore, the size of the iterates generated by the Lanczos method may become arbitrarily large during the iteration process, which can introduce numerical error into the approximate solution.
Comparatively little is known about the theoretical properties of the Lanczos method (see e.g . 7] ). The fact that Lanczos algorithms perform very well in some cases but fail in others heightens the need for further insight into the theoretical properties of the Lanczos method.
In this paper we present theoretical results on the Lanczos method as well as new algorithms which are better able to deal with the problem of breakdown of the Lanczos method. This will be organized as follows. In Section 2 we de ne the Lanczos *Received by the editors ??? 1991. This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation through Grant DCR-8518722, by the Department of Energy through Grant DE-FG05-87ER25048, and by Cray Research Inc. through Grant LTRDTD 1/18/90, with the University of Texas at Austin.
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method and its algorithms, and in Section 3 we examine the conditions which lead to breakdown of the algorithms. Then in Sections 4 and 5 we give results on the likelihood of breakdown of the Lanczos algorithms, and in Section 6 we analyze the important categories of curable and incurable breakdown. After this in Section 7 we de ne modi ed Lanczos algorithms, and the results of numerical experiments with these algorithms are presented in Section 8.
2. The Lanczos Method. The Lanczos method is a particular instance of an iterative method, which is de ned as a procedure which for a given initial guess u (0) may be used to compute subsequent iterates fu (i) g i 1 which approximate the true solution u = A ?1 b. We denote the corresponding residuals by r (n) = b ? Au (n) , and the error vector is denoted by e (n) = u (n) ? u = ?A ?1 r (n) .
Speci cally, the Lanczos method is de ned by the following two properties: u (n) ? u (0) 2 K n (r (0) ; A); r (n) ? K n (r (0) ; A ):
Here, the Krylov space is de ned as K n (v; A) = spanfA i vg n?1 i=0 . The vectorr (0) is an auxiliary vector supplied to the algorithm, typically de ned byr (0) =Z r (0) for some matrixZ which is commonly set toZ = I. Here we use the notation X to denote the complex conjugate of X when the quantity X is a scalar and the conjugate transpose when X is a vector or matrix.
The rst condition of (2) indicates that the method is a polynomial method in the matrix A. The second condition of (2), which is the orthogonality or PetrovGalerkin condition, categorizes the method as an example of a projection method (see 26] ). Unfortunately, in general there is no guarantee that the two conditions of (2) necessarily de ne a unique iterate u (n) . For certain choices of A andZ, the method (2) q (0) = r (0) ; q (n) = Aq (n?1) ? a n q (n?1) ? b n q (n?2) ; n > 0 q (0) =r (0) ;q (n) = A q (n?1) ? a nq (n?1) ? b nq (n?2) ; n > 0 a n = (A q (n?1) ; Aq (n?1) ) (q (n?1) ; Aq (n?1) ) ; b n = (q (n?1) ; Aq (n?1) ) (q (n?2) ; Aq (n?2) )
r (n+1) = r (n) ?^ n Aq (n) ;r (n+1) =r (n) ?^ n A q (n) LANCZOS/ORTHODIR p (0) = r (0) ; p (n) = r (n) + n p (n?1) ; n > 0 p (0) =r (0) ;p (n) =r (n) + np (n?1) ; n > 0 n = (r (n) ; r (n) ) (r (n?1) ; r (n?1) ) u (n+1) = u (n) + n p (n) ; n = (r (n) ; r (n) ) (p (n) ; Ap (n) ) r (n+1) = r (n) ? n Ap (n) ;r (n+1) =r (n) ? n A p (n) LANCZOS/ORTHOMIN u (n+1) = n (r (n) + n+1;n u (n) + n+1;n?1 u (n?1) ) r (n+1) = ? n (Ar (n) ? n+1;n r (n) ? n+1;n?1 r (n?1) ) r (n+1) = ? n (A r (n) ? n+1;nr (n) ? n+1;n?1r
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LANCZOS/ORTHORES
We will say that an algorithm breaks down at a step n if u (n?1) 6 = u has been successfully computed by the algorithm but u (n) cannot be computed by the algorithm due to some condition such as division by zero.
In the absence of breakdown of the given algorithm, the above three algorithms are guaranteed to yield the iterates de ned by (2) , and furthermore if the algorithm does not break down we have exact convergence u (n) = u if and only if n = d(r (0) ; A). When A is diagonalizable, the quantity d(v; A) is the number of eigenvectors of A represented in v.
As noted above, for certain choices of A andZ the method (2) reduces to a standard conjugate gradient method. In such cases the above three algorithms above reduce to standard conjugate gradient algorithms. In these cases, breakdown is known to be impossible (see 2]). However, in more general situations, the above three algorithms may indeed break down; for examples of this, see 24].
3. Breakdown of Lanczos Algorithms. In this section we give conditions which characterize the situations in which each of the above three Lanczos algorithms experience breakdown. For theoretical reasons, it is desirable to nd characterizations of the conditions of breakdown of the algorithms which are based on the key spaces K n (r (0) ; A) and K n (r (0) ; A ) rather than the formulas for the algorithms. In particular, we will characterize breakdown of the three Lanczos algorithms in terms of the moment matrices K n (r (0) ; A ) K n (r (0) ; A) and K n (r (0) ; A ) AK n (r (0) ; A). Importantly, the conditions of hard and soft breakdown are conditions associated with the method (2), irrespective of the particular algorithms used to implement the method. Hard breakdown is a serious problem, a failure of the method de ned by (2) . On the other hand, soft breakdown is a condition which poses a problem only for certain algorithms but is not an intrinsic problem for the method (2), since some algorithms (e.g. Lanczos/Orthodir) may still be used to compute the iterates.
The Orthomin variant of Lanczos is generally preferable to the other variants, due to its economy and relative numerical stability. On the other hand, its vulnerability to the problem of soft breakdown may be remedied in theory by a temporary switch to the Orthodir variant in the event of a soft breakdown. This will be discussed further in Section 7 below.
In what follows we will consider some of the theoretical aspects of hard and soft breakdown of the Lanczos method. 4 . Basic Results on the Likelihood of Breakdown. One fundamental question to ask about the Lanczos algorithms is how likely is an occurrence of breakdown, for a given choice of A andZ. We recall that the matrixZ de nes the relationship r (0) =Z r (0) .
To answer this question, we will use results from measure theory (see e.g. 39] , 38]). Speci cally, we de ne a eld IK to be either the reals IR or the complex numbers I C, and for A,Z 2 IK N N we ask what is the measure of the set of vectors r (0) 2 IK N which cause hard or soft breakdown.
The following sequence of results begins to provide an answer to the question of the likelihood of breakdown. We show that in many cases, the set of initial residuals r (0) causing breakdown is only of zero measure, while in a few cases of A andZ breakdown occurs for almost every vector r (0) . It is desirable that the set of r (0) causing breakdown be measure zero, since this indicates that an initial guess vector u (0) chosen randomly has zero probability of causing breakdown in exact arithmetic.
To prove these measure-zero results, we begin with the following result on the measure of the set of zeros of a polynomial in several variables. Proof. If IK = IR and P is nonzero, then either Re P(z) or Im P(z) is a nonzero (real) polynomial; if IK = I C, we may decompose each x i into real and imaginary parts, giving 2N variables, and consider the real polynomial P(x) P(x). In any case, we may assume without loss of generality that P is a nonzero real polynomial of real variables.
We know that for any point x, the polynomial P is the zero polynomial if and only if the polynomial and all its derivatives are zero at x. Let V 0 denote the set of zeros of P in IR N . Suppose the set V 0 has nonzero measure. We know from integration theory (see, for example, 44], pp. 128f.) that almost every point of V 0 is a point of density in each of the N coordinate directions. We recall that x 2 IR is a point of density of a measurable subset S IR if for any sequence of intervals I n such that x 2 I n with measure m(I n ) ! 0 we have m(S \ I n )=m(I n ) ! 1.
It is easily seen that at such points in V 0 , the rst partial derivatives of P must necessarily be zero. Let V 1 be the points of V 0 where all rst derivatives are also zero. We have just shown that V 0 and V 1 both have the same nonzero measure. The argument may be repeated for V 1 to show all second partial derivatives of f are zero at almost every point of V 0 , and so forth, resulting in the fact that P and all its derivatives are zero on a set which has nonzero measure. The proof is completed by selecting any one of these points.
This result may be immediately applied to Lanczos moment matrices, by using the fact that the determinant of a matrix is a polynomial in the elements of the matrix. From this we conclude that the relevant Lanczos moment matrices are singular either for every r (0) or only for a measure-zero set of vectors r (0) .
In order to proceed, we must show some results concerning the degrees of vectors with respect to the matrix A. We de ne the degree of a matrix d(A) = minfdeg(P) : P monic; P(A) = 0g. We note that for every v we We noted earlier that breakdown is equivalent to the singularity of an appropriate moment matrix only when the iteration number n satis es n d(r (0) ; A). Due to this technical point, in order to prove the desired results we de ne notation for the set of vectors r (0) for which this condition is satis ed. We de ne the set T n (A) = fv 2 I C N : n d(v; A)g. The set T n (A) is the set of initial residuals r (0) for which the singularity/nonsingularity of the moment matrices is relevant to the question of breakdown at step n.
We established in Proposition 6 that T d(A) (A)\IK N contains almost every vector in IK N . It will be noted that T n (A) is monotone, in the sense that m n implies T m (A) T n (A). Thus for any n d(A), T n (A) \ IK N necessarily contains almost every vector in IK N .
We now present the major theorem which gives the three basic possibilities for breakdown of Lanczos algorithms. The upshot of this result is that for a given iteration number n d(A), for the set of vectors r (0) for which d(r (0) ; A) n (which amounts to almost every vector), either breakdown is impossible, breakdown always occurs, or breakdown occurs only for a nonempty measure-zero set of vectors. 1. Hard breakdown at step n occurs for every vector r (0) 2 T n (A) \ IK N (and thus at least for almost every r (0) 2 IK N ).
2. Hard breakdown at step n occurs for a nonempty measure-zero set of vectors r (0) 2 T n (A) \ IK N (and thus a nonempty measure-zero set of vectors in IK N ). 3. Hard breakdown at step n occurs for no vectors r (0) 2 T n (A) \ IK N (and thus for at most a measure-zero set of vectors in IK N ). Furthermore, the same result holds if \hard breakdown" is replaced by \soft breakdown" in the statement of this theorem.
Proof. For vectors r (0) 2 T n (A) \ IK N , breakdown is equivalent to singularity of an appropriate moment matrix. The set T n (A) \I K N amounts to almost every vector in IK N . Now, by Corollary 5, the set S n of vectors in IK N for which the moment matrix of dimension n is singular is either the set of all vectors or a subset of measure zero. If the moment matrix is singular for every vector (i.e. S n = IK N ), then it is singular for every vector in T n (A)\IK N , giving case 1. above. Otherwise the set S n is measure zero in IK N . Thus B n S n \ (T n (A) \ IK N ) is of measure zero and is either empty or nonempty.
5. Measure-Zero Results. When the Lanczos method may be reduced to a standard conjugate gradient method, it is known that breakdown at any step is impossible. In the general case, we would like to show at least that breakdown occurs for no more than a measure-zero set of vectors. We will show below that this is true in many but not all cases.
We begin by considering the simple case of n = N = d(A). We may then show Without loss of generality we may assume r 2 IK n and A, H 2 IK n n , by restriction of the operators to Range Q. Importantly, since H is de nite, the restricted matrix H is de nite, thus nonsingular. Furthermore, since the spectrum of A is contained in the spectrum of A, we have that F( A) and G( A) are nonsingular. Therefore, by applying Theorem 8 to this restricted problem, we have the desired result. It remains to be determined which iteration numbers n the above result may be applied to. In the case of complex spaces, an A-invariant (complex) Krylov subspace of any size n d(A) exists. On the other hand, if A is real and subspaces over the reals are sought, then some values of n may be excluded. In particular, if A has no real eigenvalues, then for every real r, the value of d(r; A) must be even. This is true because such r must necessarily contain matched pairs of complex conjugate generalized eigenvectors in order to be a real vector.
These observations are made precise by the following proposition. To summarize, we see that for the common choice ofZ = I, breakdown cannot occur for any of the three Lanczos algorithms except for a set of vectors r (0) which has zero measure in I C N . On the other hand, when A is real, in order to guarantee the same result for vectors in IR N , it is su cient that A have at least one real eigenvalue.
Though this condition may not be necessary, nonetheless some restriction is necessary in order to limit breakdown to a measure-zero set of real vectors, as the following example shows. Let and letr = r. We note that A is a normal matrix, and d(A) = 4. After some algebra it may be shown that for n = 3 and for every real r, K n (r; A ) K n (r; A) is singular. As a practical consequence, the standard BCG algorithm (Lanczos/Orthomin,Z = I) necessarily breaks down at step 4 for every real r (0) satisfying d(r (0) ; A) 3 r,r in the case of breakdown. In particular, this counterexample shows that for some cases of A andZ, there is no practical way to apply the standard Lanczos algorithms in real arithmetic if the initial vectors r andr are forced to satisfy the relationship r =Z r. Thus, in some cases it is necessary to choose r andr as arbitrary independent vectors, or else they must be chosen complex. This is also in agreement with the comments of 7], where it is suggested that complex vectors be used, since in general the invariant subspaces for A and A are complex.
We conclude that for a certain small class of matrix problems, the standard BCG algorithm cannot be used successfully. On the other hand, since the problem of hard or soft breakdown for almost every real r (0) can only occur for odd values of n, a look-ahead procedure could be used to skip over these steps. This will be described further in Section 7 below.
6. Curable and Incurable Breakdown. We now analyze hard and soft breakdown of the Lanczos method from an alternate viewpoint. In the previous sections we considered the behavior of the Lanczos method at a given step n as the initial residual r (0) was allowed to range over all possible values in I C N or IR N . In this section we will instead consider the behavior of Lanczos for a xed value of r (0) , for various values of n.
If hard (soft) breakdown of the Lanczos method occurs at step n, then we say that it is an incurable hard (soft) breakdown if for every step m satisfying n < m d(r (0) ; A), hard (soft) breakdown also occurs at step m. A hard (soft) breakdown that is not incurable is said to be curable. These concepts are an adaptation of the de nitions given in 46] and 37] regarding the nonsymmetric Lanczos method for solving the eigenvalue problem.
As mentioned earlier, an occurrence of soft breakdown, whether curable or incurable, could be remedied by a temporary switch to the Orthodir variant of Lanczos. On the other hand, an instance of curable hard breakdown could in theory be remedied by an algorithm which skipped over the steps for which hard breakdown occurred. This idea of a look-ahead Lanczos algorithm is developed for the eigenvalue problem in 37]. Look-ahead techniques for Lanczos and other methods constitute a current area of research; see for example [18] [19] [20] Proof. See 24] . From this result we have the following consequences.
Corollary 12 (Breakdown Equivalence). For a particular run of Lanczos, incurable hard breakdown occurs at step n if and only if incurable soft breakdown occurs at step n.
Proof. First we suppose incurable hard breakdown occurs at step n. Let m + 1 n indicate the rst step at which the incurable hard breakdown has occurred.
Using the characterization from Theorem 11, since K m+d (r; A) = A K m+d (r; A) and K m+d 0 (r; A ) = A K m+d 0 (r; A ), we see that incurable soft breakdown also occurs at step m + 1, and thus at step n. The opposite implication is proved analogously. This result suggests that the restarting of the Lanczos method is a possible remedy for the problem of incurable breakdown. It is not clear, however, how restarting a ects the number of iterations required to satisfy some convergence criterion such as jjr (n) jj=jjr (0) jj < . Restarting of the Lanczos method is a technique which was investigated experimentally in 31] and also mentioned in 47]. This technique will be considered in more detail below.
7. Modi ed Lanczos Algorithms. The theoretical results given above for the Lanczos method may be applied to the development of modi ed Lanczos algorithms which are better able to deal with the problem of breakdown or near-breakdown. In 24] the algorithm BCGNB is de ned which embodies three particular strategies for remedying the breakdown problem of the standard BCG algorithm which usesZ = I:
1. In the case of a near-soft-breakdown, a switch to the Orthodir variant is made for the step for which soft breakdown is a problem. A similar idea was used in 5] to develop a hybrid Orthodir/Orthomin conjugate residual algorithm for the case of A symmetric inde nite. Such a hybrid algorithm may be easily developed for the Lanczos method, based on the observation that the vector p (n) (alt.p (n) ) of the Orthomin variant of Lanczos is a scalar multiple of the vector q (n) (alt.q (n) ) of the Orthodir variant, whenever these quantities are well-de ned.
2. In the case of near-hard-breakdown for up to s ? 1 steps, where s is a parameter supplied to the algorithm, a look-ahead procedure similar to that of 37] is used to skip over those steps.
3. For near-hard-breakdown for more than s ? 1 steps, a restart of the algorithm is performed, based on the last iterate for which near-hard-breakdown was not indicated. This is done in the hope that this is a case of an incurable breakdown. Derivations of the formulas for the BCGNB algorithm are given in 24]. The implementation of this algorithm requires the development of adequate tests for nearhard-breakdown and near-soft-breakdown which account for the di culties of nite precision arithmetic. Tests are de ned and experimental results for the choices of tolerances for the tests are given in 24].
Experimental evidence indicates that the most e ective of the three remedies listed above is the technique of restarting. Due to its simplicity, we will state here the criterion used to determine whether to restart. In particular, using the notation for the Lanczos/Orthomin algorithm given in Section 2, we say that if the criterion j(p (n) ; Ap (n) )j jjp (n) jj jjAp (n) jj < 3 is satis ed, then a restart of the algorithm will be performed, using the new initial residual r (0)0 = r (n) and the new auxiliary initial residualr (0)0 =Z r (0)0 withZ = I.
A simple restarted BCG algorithm may be implemented based solely on this technique. The particular choice of 3 = 1=2 M has proven to be useful for a number of problems, where M is unit roundo error, the smallest oating point number such that 1+ M > 1. This particular criterion for testing for near-hard-breakdown has the advantage of limiting the size of the growth of jjr (n) jj over the course of the run.
Another algorithm which su ers from the same breakdown problems as the Lanczos algorithm and is remediable by similar techniques is the conjugate gradient squared (CGS) algorithm of 45]. The CGS algorithm is de ned as follows:
; n+1 = (r (0) ; r (n+1) ) (r (0) ; r (n) )
CGS ALGORITHM
This algorithm experiences breakdown in precisely the same instances as the BCG algorithm, in exact arithmetic. The CGS algorithm commonly requires roughly the same computational work per iteration as BCG, and half the number of iterations; however, the numerical e ects of near-hard-breakdown are frequently more severe (see e.g. 48]).
A restarted CGS algorithm, CGSNB, is de ned in 24]. The criterion used to test for near-breakdown is j(r (0) ; Ap We now describe one further technique for mitigating the problem of breakdown. The Mismatch Theorem ( 46] , 24]) indicates that incurable breakdown is caused by irregular left-and right-eigenvector distributions in r (0) andr (0) . To remedy this problem, a randomized vector may be used for r (0) . This may easily be done by setting the initial guess u (0) to be a vector of random entries of an appropriate size. To do this, we let v be a vector whose elements are random numbers uniformly distributed on ?1; 1], and we set u (0) to be a multiple of v scaled so that jjAu (0) jj = jjbjj. Experiments using this technique will be given below. Similarly, if a choice of u (0) is already known which is near to the true solution, then the given vector may be perturbed by a small random vector in order to give a new randomized choice of u (0) . Experimental results from using random vectors with Lanczos algorithms are also reported in 12].
8. Numerical Results. In this section we present numerical results with the algorithms described in this paper. We are primarily concerned with the algorithms BCG, BCGNB, CGS and CGSNB. For comparison purposes we will also consider the full GMRES algorithm GMRES (1) 43], the restarted algorithm GMRES(k), and the normal equations algorithm LSQR 33] .
The GMRES (1) algorithm is of particular interest, since it gives iteration counts which are minimal among all polynomial methods, in the sense that jjr (n) jj is minimized with respect to all possible polynomial methods in A. However, the method is generally too expensive to be practical. Unless otherwise stated, we make the following assumptions. For the test runs we utilize the initial guess vector of u (0) = 0. For the sake of simplicity, we use the simple stopping test jjr (n) jj jjbjj < = 10 ?6 :
Also, we use the basic choicer (0) = r (0) , i.e.Z = I, for the Lanczos-type algorithms.
The University of Texas System Cray X-MP/24 vector computer was used to perform the runs presented here. Single precision real arithmetic was used, with unit roundo given by M = (7:1 10 ?15 ).
The rst set of test matrix problems to be considered arises from the nite difference discretization of the boundary value problem ?u xx (x; y) ? u yy (x; y) + Du x (x; y) = G(x; y) on = 0; 1] 2 ; u(x; y) = 1 + xy on @ :
We utilize central di erencing to discretize this problem, with uniform mesh spacing h in either direction. This yields a matrix of size N = (n h ? 1) 2 (where h = 1=n h ), after boundary points have been eliminated. The right-hand-side function G(x; y) is de ned so that the true solution is u(x; y) = 1 + xy on . By varying the constant D, the amount of nonsymmetry of the matrix may be varied. Speci cally, for a given h there exist a symmetric matrix A S and a skew-symmetric matrix A N , independent of D, such that A = A S + D A N .
We consider the unpreconditioned problem and also the (left) ILU-and MILUpreconditioned problem (see 17 We make the following observations about these runs. For the unpreconditioned problem, the standard BCG and CGS algorithms break down in a number of cases, but the use of random u (0) or the use of BCGNB or CGSNB resulted in convergence. Furthermore, the iteration counts for the algorithms BCG and BCGNB are in general comparatively close to those of the \best" method, GMRES(1), while these algorithms have short economical recurrences, unlike GMRES(1). This underscores the importance of the Lanczos algorithms as economical solution techniques. For the ILU-preconditioned problems, in most cases all methods worked well.
For the case of Dh = 1, BCG gave an excessive number of iterations, but this was remedied signi cantly by BCGNB and much more so by the use of random u (0) . Similarly, CGS could not converge, but CGSNB and CGS with random u (0) both converged.
For all of the MILU-preconditioned problems, all of the Lanczos-type algorithms performed quite well. In particular, the BCG algorithm gave approximately the same number of iterations as GMRES (1) . Below are given representative plots of the convergence behavior of the algorithms for the case of h ?1 = 128, Dh = 4 and no preconditioning. These results show that the new algorithms keep the residual size more well-behaved than the standard BCG and CGS algorithms over the course of the run. We now consider a more di cult class of nite di erence problems. We consider central nite di erencing applied to the Dirichlet problem ?u xx (x; y) ? u yy (x; y) + D (y ? 1 2 )u x (x; y) + (x ? 1 3 )(x ? 2 3 )u y (x; y)] ?43 2 u(x; y) = G(x; y) on = 0; 1] 2 ; u(x; y) = 1 + xy on @ with G(x; y) chosen as before so that the true solution is u(x; y) = 1 + xy. As before, we let h denote the mesh size in each direction. For D = 0 and h small, the matrix generated by this problem is a symmetric inde nite matrix with 16 distinct negative eigenvalues and the rest of the spectrum positive.
The standard conjugate residual algorithm applied to this problem with h ?1 = 128 and D = 0 requires 766 iterations to converge to jjr (n) jj=jjbjj < = 10 ?6 . In any case, this is a di cult problem to solve.
We now give numerical results for various algorithms applied to this problem. Table 4 . Inde nite Problem, h ?1 = 128, ITMAX=8000. Iterations. The BCG algorithm applied to the Dh = :5 case with a second random vector u (0) failed to converge. Also, for the CGS algorithm applied to Dh = :5 with random u (0) , convergence was indicated, but the nal true value of jjr (n) jj=jjbjj had a (degraded) value of :12 10 ?3 .
We now comment on these runs The BCG algorithm applied to this problem gave good results. Similar results were given by using random u (0) , but for some random choices of u (0) the algorithm did not converge.
The BCGNB algorithm converged for all cases except Dh = :5. It was found that a smaller value of 3 , causing a more stringent requirement for restarting, was able to give convergence in this case. The CGS algorithm was not able to converge for the nonsymmetric cases. This was e ectively remedied by random u (0) except for the Dh = :5 case. The CGSNB algorithm was not able to converge for the nonsymmetric cases. This might suggest that the use of random u (0) is a safer strategy than restarting, in general.
For comparison purposes, we give run results for the GMRES(k) algorithm, which is the GMRES(1) algorithm restarted every k iterations. This is known to be an e ective algorithm for solving linear systems for which A is a de nite matrix. We see that for a wide range of choices of k, the restarted GMRES algorithm was not able to converge for any of the problems in the given number of iterations, even when k was rather large. Furthermore, the normal equations algorithm LSQR was not able to solve these problems either in the given number of iterations. A major conclusion to be drawn from this example is that the class of Lanczostype methods is an important alternative for solving di cult matrix problems such as this problem. In fact, for this problem the Lanczos-type methods were the only methods that converged among all the methods tried. 9 . Conclusions. In this paper we have examined some theoretical aspects of the Lanczos method and have de ned and tested modi ed Lanczos algorithms which are of signi cant use in remedying the convergence problems of the Lanczos method. The results given here indicate that the class of Lanczos-type methods is an important alternative for solving nonsymmetric systems of equations. However, further research is necessary to better understand the behavior of the Lanczos algorithms, particularly in nite precision arithmetic. A theoretical understanding of the phenomenon of loss of orthogonality of the Lanczos vectors for the nonsymmetric case is necessary (see 16] , 34]). Despite these di culties, positive experimental results with the Lanczos method continue to make it a signi cant method for solving nonsymmetric systems of equations.
